SAF Meeting – January 12, 2004
MEETINGS WILL NOW BE AT 5:15pm

We lost the Humboldt Challenge – University of Wisconsin won.

Guest Speaker – “Forest and Related Careers”
• Craig Vollmer from Brooks Forestry & Resources Management, Chair Elect
NYSAF will come talk to us on Monday, Jan. 26th @ 5:15pm.
• He will talk about how he obtained his job, how we can find jobs.
• We recommend that all graduating forestry students attend.
• Amanda will do the advertising for this.

Fundraising
• Our current student chapter account is $1,172.67.
• The Memorial Grove was used in the past to raise money. We need to
continue with this and sell more seedlings.
• Perhaps making a SUNY ESF – SAF Calendar to sell will help raise funds.

Memorial Grove
• Wade is working on a letter to send out to all current donors to update them
about the grove.
• The committee needs to get together to discuss buying and planting new
seedlings, and getting more donors. This part will most likely take part at the end
of April when the snow has melted @ Heiberg to assess mortality.

Chainsaw Safety Workshop
• Committee needs to meet to discuss details.
• Several locations have been mentioned including Wanakena and Pack Forest.

First Aid/CPR Training
• Need to find an instructor (perhaps Bull?)
• Need to set a date
• Steve Dahl can get the books from SUOC.

Project Learning Tree
• Headed by Heather Engelman
• It is a 6-hr workshop to offer teachers and others interactive activities to teach
K-12 students about the environment.
• It will cost each person $15 for books.
• Need to set date.

Pallet Mill/Lock & Logs Tour
• Needs a committee